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In order to propose this method, we tried to describe pleural effusions in 62 consecutive cases evaluated at the Pulmonary Medicine Department of 'A. Gemelli' University Hospital, Rome, Italy. We obtained informed consent from each study participant and the study was approved by the institutional review board.
MyLab TM 50 Cardiovascular (Esaote Spa, Rome, Italy) with a convex 3.5-5 MHz probe was used. The pleural fluid was localized through a longitudinal approach along the posterior axillary line with the patient sitting or lying supine.
Three pneumologists (A.Z., A.S. and R.I.) independently described the same pleural effusion using the new method and each definition required their full concordance, which was achieved in all cases. The landmarks used were: (1) Anatomic features checked by ultrasound such as the level of compression/atelectasis of the lobes, the evaluation of the diaphragm dome and the ability to visualize the pulmonary hilum. (2) Caudal-cranial extension of the pleural effusion estimated by the number of intercostal spaces through which it was possible to check the fluid. Using both these landmarks it was possible to create an arbitrary classification method based on the level of 'severity', which was very easy to learn and applicable without subjective interpretations. The standardized grading method is reported in table 1 . For each grade proposed, an explicative picture is reported in figure 1 . As regards to the 62 cases reported, table 2 shows the characteristics of the pleural effusions and their numeric distribution.
It is evident that extension for three intercostal spaces can equally determine partial as well as full atelectasis of the lower lobe, with or without the ability to see the pulmonary hilum. The extension of fluid over three intercostal spaces seems to be a key level: two different grades (grade 3 and 4 of the classification method) are both possible as this condition could depend on physical characteristics.
As far as the clinical impact of this classification is concerned, the 62 pleural effusions reported underwent immediate pleural procedures (diagnostic thoracentesis, evacuative thoracentesis, pleural drainage) in 68% (42/62) of cases. The decision to perform pleural procedures, however, depended on both the extension (and the general clinical conditions of the patient) and the echographic characteristics of the fluid (highly suggestive of exudative etiology), and it was not directly related to the grade. Grade 2 and 3 pleural effusions did not undergo immediate pleural procedure when
The use of chest ultrasonography is now considered a useful diagnostic tool for ever more different pathological conditions [1] [2] [3] . With regards to the echographic assessment of pleural effusions, the usefulness of this technique is well known and globally accepted [2] [3] [4] .
Pleural effusions can be described on anechoic images above the diaphragm, bordered by the parietal pleural layer at the surface and by the visceral layer at depth, causing lung parenchyma compression, laying in lower areas because of the effect of gravity (with the exception of loculated effusions) [5] .
Quantitative assessment of the volume of pleural effusions is crucial to help select patients for thoracentesis. In previous works, many authors have tried to estimate the volume of effusions by measuring the distances between the two pleural layers in different zones of the pleural space, and then compared the measures obtained with the amount of liquid subsequently drained [4] [5] [6] [7] .
In clinical practice there are pleural effusions that, depending on both the volume and the clinical conditions, should not be drained, but need to be subsequently assessed during medical therapy (i.e. cardiac or renal failure, parapneumonic effusions). Thus, it is crucial to refer to a standardized grading system. However, the echographic description of pleural effusions requires a real-time 'dynamic' medical report which is often dependent on the personal experience and expertise of the operator, and consequently is not completely standardized.
In our opinion, for medical reports dealing with nonloculated pleural effusions which do not have to be drained, estimating the volume and expressing it in milliliters has poor clinical implications because of over/underestimation of volume, which results in difficult computing. In our experience, in fact, the quantitative methods proposed are never applied.
Nowadays, there is not a globally accepted method to classify nonloculated pleural effusions on levels of 'severity' using echographic landmarks, easily checkable and recognizable for everyone, like in the classification methods already accepted for other pathologies (such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease). We would like to propose an alternative method to standardize medi- 440 they were related to pneumonia or cardiac/renal failure, but they were followed up during medical therapy and possibly downgraded. When upgraded, pleural procedure was then required.
None of the 9 grade 1 pleural effusions immediately underwent pleural procedure, and instead were only followed up. Afterwards, only 1 patient underwent thoracentesis because of subsequent upgrade. Evacuative pleural procedures were performed in all effusions of grade 4 or more due to their extension and their impact on general clinical conditions.
The grading system proposed is crucial in determining whether patients are eligible for pleural procedures when followed up. Moreover, even if a thoracentesis is immediately performed, the grading system is extremely useful for monitoring the same effusion and to guide sequential procedures or medical therapies.
This grading system has some limitations. Firstly it can be applied only to free-flowing pleural effusions since the features of loculated pleural effusions do not match with the criteria here adopted. Secondly, the temporary existence of air in the pleural space, such as in hydropneumothorax, prevents an accurate echographic detection of the landmarks.
In conclusion, these grades determined by the landmarks mentioned, which are well defined and easily identifiable, can contribute to achieving uniformity in the description of free-flowing pleural effusions at ultrasound examination and at 'echographic follow-up' assessment. The necessity to resolve this critical problem in clinical practice deserves to be discussed, which is also the aim of this letter. If this standardized method is taken into account in clinical practice, further studies can be made and the same grading system ameliorated.
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